WHEATLAND ACROSS THE LAND

LOCAL INVENTORY TO BETTER SERVE OUR CUSTOMERS

Depend on Wheatland Tube for all the steel and aluminum electrical conduit, EMT and EC&N your customers need—all available for next-day delivery from our 21 strategically located stocking warehouses. That’s how we MAKE IT eZ.

Find a location near you.
Call 800.257.8182 or visit wheatland.com/stock

Wheatland Tube
A DIVISION OF ZEKELMAN INDUSTRIES

MAKE IT eZ
WITH ZEKELMAN
## WHEATLAND TUBE’S ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS

### Electrical Metallic Tubing (EMT)
**An Easy but Tough Wiring Solution**
Wheatland’s American-made EMT is ideal for any standard application. Light walls allow for easy bending, and our proprietary smooth ID coating ensures 20% faster wire pulling.

| Trade sizes: ½−4 | Lengths: 10’, 20’ | Available in 9 vivid colors |

### Rigid Metal Conduit (RMC)
**The Ultimate Protection**
Hot-dip galvanized inside and out, Wheatland’s American-made RMC is tough enough for corrosive environments. Plus, it’s easy to cut, bend and thread.

| Trade sizes: ½−6 | Lengths: 10’, 20’ | Available in 9 vivid colors (trade sizes ½−4) |

### Intermediate Metal Conduit (IMC)
**A Lighter-weight Alternative to RMC**
Wheatland’s American-made IMC weighs approximately 33% less than RMC, so it keeps your customers’ costs down and productivity up.

| Trade sizes: ½−4 | Lengths: 10’ |

### Rigid Aluminum Conduit (RAC)
**A Light, Corrosion-resistant Wiring Solution**
One-third the weight of RMC, American-made RAC protects against sparking, magnetism and rust. Plus, it’s easy to cut, bend and thread on the job and stays looking great.

| Trade sizes: ½−6 | Lengths: 10’, 15’ |

### Elbows, Couplings & Nipples (EC&N)
**Best-in-class Connections**
Wheatland’s EC&N are made with the same materials as our conduit and produced in-house, right here in the USA.

| Trade sizes: ½−6 elbows, couplings and nipples; 1−6 special large-radius 90° elbows |

---

### TIME-SAVING ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS

#### SMARTCOMPRESSION™ EMT
EMT with pre-attached compression fitting for faster installation.
- Trade sizes: 2−4
- Lengths: 10’, 20’

#### SMARTSET™ EMT
EMT with built-in set screw coupling to help contractors work smarter.
- Trade sizes: 1¼−4
- Lengths: 10’, 20’

#### SPEEDCOUPLE
Pre-installed swivel coupling for conduit and elbows to help contractors work faster.
- Trade sizes: 2−5 RMC, 2−4 IMC
- Lengths: 10’ RMC and IMC, 20’ RMC

#### 20’ EMT AND CONDUIT
EMT and conduit available in twice the traditional length to reduce installation time.
- Trade sizes: ½−4 EMT, ½−6 RMC, 2−5 SpeedCouple RMC